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What if Western gets

SHAKEN UP?

Tailgating
policy
revised
By JONATHAN LINTNER
sports@chherald.com

A lot will change for Western football entering the 2010 season — even
what happens off the field.
Western officials released a revised
tailgating policy Thursday that offers
paid on-grass parking and a studentexclusive tailgating area for 2010.
Officials had changed the policy
before the Toppers’ Oct. 10, 2009
game against Florida International
so that tailgaters couldn’t park on the
grass anymore.

Wabash Valley
Seismic Zone

Vote to name the
student area at
wkuherald.com

WKU
New Madrid
Seismic Zone

NEARBY EARTHQUAKES
1. June 18, 2002
5.0 in Evansville, Ind.

SEETAILGATING, PAGE 5

Events start
in restored
Van Meter

2. Sept. 17, 2004
3.7 in Corbin, Ky.
3. Feb. 10, 2005
4.1 in Etowah, Ark.
4. Jan. 2, 2006
2.6 in Equality, Ill.

By LINDSAY KRIZ

5. April 18, 2008
5.4 in Mt. Carmel, Ill.

S

ince January, massive earthquakes
have devastated Haiti, Chile and —
just this week — China. How prepared is
Western for a major quake?

news@chherald.com

6. Feb. 10, 2010
3.8 in Virgil, Ill.
Sources: United States Geological Survey,
Central United States Earthquake Consortium

By TESSA DUVALL | news@chherald.com

Anatomy of an
earthquake

The surface geology of Bowling
Green helps insulate residents from
the full effects of a quake, he said.
Bowling Green has shallow bedrock, which transmits the waves of a
quake so they become less damaging,
May said.
When they do occur, the secondary effects are often worse than the
quakes themselves, May said.
Fires start due to broken gas lines,
and injuries occur from falling items,
he said.

Michael May, professor of geography and geology, said there are four
factors that determine how an earthquake affects an area: the distance
from the quake, the size of the quake,
the surface geology of the area and
the integrity of local buildings.
Just because Bowling Green is on
the edge of earthquake zones doesn’t
mean the city won’t feel the effects,
May said.
Bowling Green is roughly 150 Western's plan
Mark Pendley, director of Environmiles from the two major earthquake
ment,
Health and Safety, said Westzones of Wabash Valley and the New
ern
isn’t
required to have earthquake
Madrid fault, he said.
drills
but
still coordinates with local
“What we would feel in this area
and
regional
drills.
are moderate quakes,” May said.
The drill planned for this FebruPeople can’t feel a quake if it’s
ary was canceled because of severe
less than 3.0 on the Richter scale,
weather, Pendley said.
May said. A 4.0 or 5.0 at either of the
EHS has developed Building Emernearby seismic zones would not be as gency Action Plans for each building
strong in Bowling Green, but it could on campus, Pendley said.
still shake up buildings that do not
The plans suggests ducking unhave reinforced masonry.
der a sturdy desk or table during an
“Most buildings on campus should earthquake and staying away from
withstand moderate quakes,” he said. windows or heavy objects that may
A major earthquake — such as the fall over.
The plans says to hold on to the
ones that struck Haiti and Chile —
occurs in the region about every 400 desk or table and remain under covyears, although it’s impossible to say er until the shaking stops. After the
earthquake, remain calm and be prewhen one will occur.
pared for possible aftershocks.
“We don’t make predictions,” May
said.
SEE SHAKEN, PAGE 5

RECENT EARTHQUAKES
Haiti
Jan. 12, 2010
Magnitude: 7.0
Epicenter: 10 miles
from Port-au-Prince

SAT. 68˚/ 42˚

CONTACT: NEWS 270.745.6011

SUN. 68˚/ 43˚

Audience members applauded loudly Tuesday as David Lee, dean of Potter
College of Arts and Letters, welcomed
them back to one of the Hill’s oldest
buildings.
Van Meter Hall, which is nearly 100
years old, is ready for a “second century
of service,” Lee said.
The renovations for Van Meter began in fall 2008 and were completed in
January 2010 — five months ahead of
schedule, said Bryan Russell, director
of Planning, Design and Construction.
“We opened for business in January,
though we didn’t have anything going
on in the venue just yet,” he said.
The 14,000-square-foot addition
includes a new dressing room, green
room and orchestra pit for the performance hall.
The project cost $21.8 million and
was funded by a mixture of university
and state dollars.
SEE VAN METER, PAGE 7

Legislature
fails to pass
state budget

Chile
Feb. 27, 2010
Magnitude: 8.8
Epicenter: 200
miles from
Santiago

By LAUREL WILSON
news@chherald.com

China
April 14, 2010
Magnitude: 7.1
Epicenter: northwest
China’s Qinghai Province

ILLUSTRATION BY JAN DIEHM/HERALD

FRI. 85˚/ 54˚

Todd Stewart, associate athletics
director for communications, said the
newest changes came after talks with
as many different student and university groups as possible.

MON. 71˚/ 48˚

The General Assembly's legislative session ended Thursday without
a two-year budget.
Legislators had until midnight last
night to pass a budget, but the Senate
adjourned yesterday afternoon before
a budget agreement had been reached,
said Brian Wilkerson, communications director for House Speaker Greg
Stumbo, D-Prestonburg.
The Senate left early because they
didn't agree with the House budget
proposal, said Sen. Mike Reynolds,
D-Bowling Green.
SEE BUDGET, PAGE 3

TUE. 76˚/ 49˚

WED. 78˚/ 52˚

DIVERSIONS 270.745.2655 OPINION 270.745.4874 SPORTS 270.745.4874 PHOTO 270.745.6281 ADVERTISING 270.745.3914
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friday
South Central Kentucky 4-H Horse
Camp
9 a.m. at the Agricultural Exposition
Center, 4660 Nashville Road
Western Football Spring Weekend
Golf Tournament
10 a.m. at the Bowling Green Country
Club, 251 Beech Bend Road
Red Cross Blood Drive
10:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. at the Red
Cross, 430 Center St.

Bowling Green Hot Rods game
7 p.m. at the Bowling Green Ballpark,
300 E. 8th Ave.
Western’s spring chorale concert
7:30 p.m. at Van Meter Hall
“Empties”
8 p.m. at Gordon Wilson Hall; also 8
p.m. Saturday and 3 p.m. Sunday
“Steel Magnolias”
8 p.m. at the Public Theatre of
Kentucky, 545 Morris Alley; also 8 p.m.
Saturday and 3 p.m. Sunday

saturday
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Omega Phi Alpha’s 5K for a Cause:
Legs for Literacy
7:30 a.m. at Preston Miller Park, 2303
Tomblinson Way
Third Annual Western Women’s
Football Clinic
8:30 a.m. at Houchens-Smith Stadium
South Central Kentucky 4-H Horse
Camp
9 a.m. at the Agricultural Exposition

Center, 4660 Nashville Road
Western football annual spring
game
6 p.m. at Houchens-Smith Stadium
Rainhill Rescue Beneﬁt
6 p.m. to 11 p.m. at the National Guard
Armory, 816 Morgantown Road
“Steel Magnolias”
8 p.m. at the Public Theatre of
Kentucky, 545 Morris Alley

CORRECTION
■ Due to an error, Campus Pointe’s
rates were incorrectly identiﬁed in the BG
apartment guide on the diversions front
page of the April 13 issue.
A three-bedroom/three-bathroom
apartment ranges from $357 to $392 a
month per bedroom. A two-bedroom/
two-bathroom apartment ranges from
$432 to $467 a month per bedroom.
■ Due to a Herald error, information in
a “What’s Your Story?” on page 5B of the
April 13 issue was incorrectly reported.
Aaron Hodges said he had a prescription drug problem, he didn’t have a
scholarship and his father didn’t re-enlist
in the military.
The Herald regrets the errors.

CRIME REPORTS
Arrests
■ Carson Rains, Keen Hall, was arrested
April 14 and charged with possession of
marijuana and possession of drug paraphernalia in the Creason lot. Rains was
released April 15 on a $2,040 cash bond.

Fill in the grid so that every column and every 3x3 box
contains the digits 1-9 with no repeats. Solutions, tips
and computer program at www.sudoku.com.

■ Clinton Mills, owner of Hitcents.com,
reported April 12 that an employee, Ashley
Gabbard, stole money totaling $16,000
at the Center, located at the old Bowling
Green Mall. Gabbard was released April 13
on a $15,000 surety bond.

INTERESTED IN GARDASIL?
GARDASIL IS WIDELY AVAILABLE AND MANY
PRIVATE INSURANCE PLANS* COVER IT.
TALK TO YOUR CAMPUS HEALTH CENTER OR
OTHER HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONAL.
You are encouraged to report negative side effects of prescription drugs
to the FDA. Visit www.fda.gov/medwatch or call 1-800-FDA-1088.

GARDASIL is a registered trademark of Merck & Co., Inc.
Copyright © 2010 Merck & Co., Inc. All rights reserved.
Printed in USA. 21050004(43)-01/10-GRD

*While your insurance company may reimburse for GARDASIL,
your eligibility for coverage and reimbursement for GARDASIL
depends on your individual insurance beneﬁt. You can contact
your insurance company for details on coverage for GARDASIL.
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Students start competitive
academic team on campus
By CAITLIN CARTER
news@chherald.com

Students now have the opportunity to become a team
member of Western’s newest
“sport” — the Academic Competition Club.
Leitchfield freshman Nick
Conder, the president of the
club, competed on his high
school academic team.
“It’s just something I kind of
missed,” Conder said. “Once I
talked to some other people
who I competed against in
high school, I figured we could
probably just put our heads together and have a pretty good
team.”
Guy Jordan, an assistant art
history professor who acts as
the club’s adviser, said members must put in hard work to
be successful but will have fun

along the way.
“It’s a sport,” he said. “It’s
not something that is sort of
just a pastime. It’s fun just like
baseball and basketball are fun
things to do, but it definitely
is a competitive sport just like
those other things are competitive sports.”
The club first competed in
St. Louis at Washington University on Feb. 27, Conder
said.
“The tournament didn’t go
great,” he said. “We weren’t
the worst team there, but we
struggled against some of the
more experienced teams.”
Glasgow freshman Shawna
Felkins, vice president of the
club, said competitions take
place mostly out of state, because the only other in-state
academic teams are at the University of Louisville and Cen-

tre College.
Felkins said an informational session on the club took
place on April 8.
“It went really well,” she
said. “We had several people
come out. We had an informal
practice where the people who
were interested became acquainted with the format.”
The competitions begin with
difficult questions and progressively get easier, Jordan said.
Those who have a wide
breadth of knowledge make
good members, Jordan said.
“I’m not going to say the
nerd word, but people who
are into literature, people that
are into history, people that
are obsessed with Ken Burns
documentaries — those types
of folks are the kinds that tend
to do well in competitions,”
Jordan said.

BUDGET
CONTINUED FROM FRONT

Each chamber passed their own
budget during the legislative session, but after months of meeting,
the House and Senate failed to agree
on one, Reynolds said.
Now, the only way for a budget
to get passed by the time the fiscal
year begins on July 1 is if the governor calls a special session, Wilkerson said.
Reynolds said the governor has
already stated he plans to call a special session in May to pass a budget.
Special legislative sessions cost
taxpayers $64,000 a day, according
to reports from the Lexington Herald-Leader.
Higher education will be OK as
long as there's a budget by July 1,
said Ann Mead, vice president for
Finance and Administration.
If a budget isn't in place by then,
state services, including higher education, will be at risk, Wilkerson
said.
Western wouldn't be able to operate if there was no budget by July
1, Mead said.
There were two years recently
when a budget wasn't passed by the

WKU Greek Week 2010
April 18 - April 24

Follow the activities all
week on Twitter by using
the #WKUGreeks hastag!
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Keep up with Greek Week events at
www.wkuherald.com or on Twitter
using the #WKUGreeks hastag.
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start of the fiscal year, in 2002 and
2004, Wilkerson said.
At that time, the governor was
able to operate on a continuation
budget of the previous year, he said.
But in 2005, the Kentucky Supreme Court ruled that from now
on, if a budget isn't passed by July 1,
state services won't receive funding,
Wilkerson said.
The House proposed a continuation budget Wednesday, which
would have continued the budget
as it is under the current guidelines
until 2011, Reynolds said.
The Senate considered the House
proposal of a continuation budget on
Thursday, but decided not to pass it,
he said.
After the Senate adjourned, the
House passed a continuation budget as a symbolic move, although it
couldn't be passed into law since the
Senate was gone, Wilkerson said.
Reynolds said there's no guarantee that a special session will produce a budget, but he's hopeful that
it will.
Mead said she thinks legislators
will make sure a budget is in place
by July 1.
Lawmakers know the consequences of not getting a budget
passed, and they won't let it get that
far, Mead said.
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STAFF EDITORIAL

Image is a lot

OPS

OTTOMS

Students need to be aware of online behavior when looking for jobs
THE ISSUE: Western students have about
three weeks left to line up summer jobs. Employers often check out information posted
about potential employees online.

TOPS to Thunder over
Louisville this weekend.
Everyone loves fireworks, food and music
on the waterfront.

OUR VIEW: Western students must remember that employers could see any information they post about themselves — even
on Facebook — and make sure they don’t
post information that could prevent them
from getting the job.
It’s job hunting season for all those students fearing that potentially dull and painfully slow thing called summer vacation.
Students look everywhere for jobs and
are willing to do anything from bagging
groceries at Kroger to doing internships at a
business in their field of study.
When employers search job candidates
to find the right employee, they immediately
judge their interviewees based on their appearance, communication skills and professional actions.
But today, prospective employees have
to impress their future bosses both in person
and in cyberspace.
Employers usually request background
checks on people before they’re hired and
search online for anything that might be
considered inappropriate.
That means they check Facebook, Twitter, blogs and anything else that comes up on
a Google search.
Students might not think others can see
some information they post, but certain Web
sites and companies have access to information consumers consider private.
According to the New York Times, the
laws regarding who has access to private information online haven’t been touched since
1986.
The world of social networking has expanded beyond what legislators at the time
could have imagined.
There’s talk in Congress of amending the
laws to apply to the Internet the world is accustomed to now — the one people spend
an average of seven hours a day connected
to in some way.
Even though Congress wants people to
have more privacy online, that doesn’t mean
students should be posting photos of their
drunken Saturday night of bar-hopping to
their Facebook profiles.
Facebook’s original purpose was to be
a private socializing place aimed at college
students, but now it’s transformed into a
world businesses can get access to.
If students want to be taken seriously

T &
B

BOTTOMS to the consequences of procrastinating on all those
semester projects
coming up soon.

BOTTOMS to sitting
in a dull classroom
instead of enjoying
the beautiful weather
outside.

TOPS to Western
definitely winning the
football Spring Game.
There’s no way we can
lose when we play ourselves.

TOPS to registering for
classes for next semester. We’re one step
closer to graduation.
when it comes to job opportunities, then
they need to be aware that anyone could see
the information they think is private.
With online postings changing every moment of every day, it’s easy for someone not
to realize exactly who has access to information they release.
And if that’s not creepy enough, remember that advertisements on Facebook pro-

files know the user’s personality better than
the user does.
If ads can change based on a user’s profile information, employers could change
their mind based on what they see on the
profile, too.
This editorial represents the majority opinion
of the Herald’s 11-member editorial board.

BOTTOMS to waking
up at 5 a.m. to register,
only to discover the
classes you wanted are
already full.

COMMENTARY

Voters should be more aware of health-care issues
By RAYMOND SCHANIE
Louisville resident

The successful attempt to jam the
health-care bill through against the will
of the people was arrogant. It was also
evidence of Obama's plan to "transform
America." Few who voted for him realized the plan was socialism, perhaps on
the way to becoming a police state. Many
still don't.
Much can be concealed in a 2000page bill deliberately written in ambiguous language. There's no way abortion
wouldn't find a way through it, and it'd be
naive to believe that Obama's Executive
Order would counter the law. And Obama
himself has said a public option would be
likely. Rationed health care is also inevitable, and not just for the elderly, because
resources wouldn't be there for another
30 million people who now have, by law,

hospital emergency room care, the cost of
which is passed on to the current players
in the system. What truly needs fixing can
be dealt with separately without bankrupting the system.
The stated goal of the liberals to target population growth, even by forced
abortion and sterilization, as written by
the White House Czar John Holdren in a
book he co-authored, is in the plan. Interestingly, some countries of Europe, losing
population rapidly, are paying couples to
have children.
It appears also that student loans will
be in the bill so that the socialist government which Obama will give us can also
determine who'll go to college, and thus
who later manages our economic, legal
and educational systems and the government.
The road to national socialism has
been a gradual process for the past cen-

tury. It accelerated under Bush and has
been on the fast track under Obama who,
paraphrasing Rahm Emanuel, believes a
serious economic crisis shouldn't go to
waste in accomplishing his agenda. Witness how he's used the stimulus package
money to foster political objectives.
Although, as our Founding Fathers
stated, democracy evolves into a system
where buying votes is frequently done,
this problem accelerated because of the
decline in moral values in the last 50
years, perhaps centered in Hollywood
and television, as well as the public education system where the National Education Association in 1935 announced an
objective to foster socialist doctrine in
public schools. Also, the horrible degree
of rape and pointless mass murder we
see today simply didn't happen 50 years
ago.
Our Declaration of Independence states

that our rights to life, liberty and the pursuit of happiness come from our Creator,
not from the government.
Conversely, the central principle of
all of the many fascist/socialist/communist governments of the past century is
that the rights of the people come from
the government, and in many of these
countries, those who dissent from government policy go into concentration
camps.
It makes you wonder about the mindset
of those in the administration who have
referred to tea party activists as terrorists.
It may also be something to ponder, since
God speaks to us in events, whether in
the increasingly frequent natural disasters
around the world there is a message.
This commentary doesn't necessarily
represent the views of the Herald or the
university.
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SUBMISSIONS
The Herald encourages
readers to write letters and
commentaries on topics of
public interest. Here are a
few guidelines:
1. Letters should not exceed 250
words, and commentaries should
be about 500 words.
2. Originality counts. Please
don't submit plagiarized work.
3. For veriﬁcation, letters and
commentaries MUST include

your name, phone number,
home town and classiﬁcation
or title.
4. Letters may not run in every
edition due to space.
5. The Herald reserves the
right to edit all letters for style,
grammar, length and clarity. The
Herald does NOT print libelous
submissions.
6. Letters and commentaries
must be received by 7 p.m. on
Sunday and Wednesday.

DISCLAIMER: The opinions expressed in this newspaper DO NOT reﬂect those of Western Kentucky University's employees or of its administration.
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SHAKEN
CONTINUED FROM FRONT

The plans can be found
on the EHS Web site.
Brian Kuster, director
of Housing and Residence
Life, said Pearce-Ford Tower was built to withstand
moderate quakes.
In the event of an earthquake, resident assistants
in all dorms and other HRL
staff would see if anyone
needed medical care after it
ended, he said.
They would also help
evacuate the building, so it
could be inspected for any
immediate issues, he said.
HRL recently purchased
two-way radios for all of
their buildings in case of
emergency, Kuster said.
Radios will allow for
communication if telephone

COLLEGE HEIGHTS HERALD
lines are down or cell phones
are jammed, he said.
Kuster said he thinks
HRL needs to increase its
efforts to prepare students
for emergencies such as
earthquakes.
“That’s probably something we need to do more
of,” he said.
Students can find emergency plans for their dorms
on HRL’s Web site.

Do you feel safe?
Danielle Healey, a senior
from Evansville, Ind., said
she thinks Western should
prepare students for earthquakes by having more
drills.
Healey said she knows
what to do during a quake,
and she felt one in 2002
while she was in high
school.
The ground shook, but
nothing fell, she said.

Houston Harris, a freshman from Evansville, Ind.,
said he doesn’t know the
procedure for earthquakes in
his dorm, PFT.
Harris said he has experienced an earthquake before. It woke him up in the
middle of the night, and he
wasn’t sure what to do.
If an earthquake happened in the region now,
Harris said he would move
under a doorway to protect
himself.
President Gary Ransdell
said there are a series of response protocols that can be
put in place in the event of
an emergency.
“You can only control
your response to a natural
disaster. You can’t prevent
it,” he said. “We’re good,
but we’re not good enough
to stop a tornado or an earthquake.”

TAILGATING
CONTINUED FROM FRONT

“We tried to turn a negative into a
positive,” Stewart said. “From our view,
what we really feel like are these changes
will be significant because of the student
and fan-friendly involvement in them.”
Stewart said students were concerned
about not having a place to park together
and somewhere to play music during
tailgating.
To alleviate that, a pair of parking lots
near 14th and Center Streets — normally
considered commuter lots — will be
designated for students, along with an
adjacent picnic area.
Students will be allowed to park cars
in the lot beginning at 6 p.m. the Friday
before game days on a first-come, firstserved basis.
The area will shut down 30 minutes
before kickoff, and Lindsay Thomas,
director of marketing and promotions,
said shuttles will bus students from the
lots to Houchens-Smith Stadium.
Thomas said she’d like the students

5

to have a say in naming their exclusive
tailgating area.
“We want to make this area really
nice,” Thomas said. “We want the
students to have ownership of this area.”
Students and the public can buy a $100
season pass to park in the grass at the
corner of College Heights and University
boulevards, as well as the grass between
the Heating Plant and Gilbert Hall.
Stewart said there are 4,500 free
parking spots in the 25 tailgating and
picnic areas within a half mile of the
stadium. Fans will have to pay to park on
pavement only in Parking Structure 2 and
the lot across from the open end of Smith
Stadium.
Student Government Association
President Kevin Smiley said students
can be excited about this big step
forward in establishing a tailgating
tradition at Western.
“I know that this change will better
our tailgating experience on the Hill,”
Smiley said. “University officials were
receptive of our concerns, and we know
this new tailgating policy will be much
more student-friendly.”

34 LANES
BILLARDS
INDOOR MINIATURE GOLF
BATTING CAGES
2710 Scottsville Rd
Bowling Green,KY 42104
270-843-8741

FULL SERVICE LOUNGE
ICE SKATING

MONDAY NIGHTS
Monday thru Wednesday
10 pm - 2 am

*eZgEZghdc
6AANDJ86C7DLA
$5.50 Pitchers
(Min. 4 Per Lane & shoes not included)

THURSDAY NIGHTS
$1.00 MANIA

“COLLEGE NIGHT”
$5.00 ALL YOU CAN BOWL
10 pm to 2 am
(Min. 4 Per Lane & shoes not included)

With Current BIG RED I.D.
Also Receive:

99 Cent Drafts
$3 Mini Golf
$1 Batting Cages

10 pm - 2 am

$1.00 per Game - $1.00 Drafts
or
RENT A LANE FOR ONLY $40.00
9:30 pm - 1:30 am
Includes: Unlimited Bowling, Up to 4 FREE
Shoes Rentals, Large Pizza & a Soda or Pitcher
of Beer (Retail Value $72.50)
(Min. 4 per Lane)

Monday thru Thursday
“Bowl your Brains out”
ALL YOU CAN BOWL

9:30 am to 4:30 pm
ONLY $7.00
(shoes not included)

Haunted House Coming Next to Southern Lanes
October 2-31
Details in Upcoming Paper
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VAN METER
CONTINUED FROM FRONT

Other changes included minor renovations to the lobby and offices, and
new seating, lighting and technology,
said Jeff Younglove, director of campus
and community events.
Younglove said although there are
still a few kinks to work out, Van Meter is “a tremendous facility.”
“It has all the components of a major New York theater, including sound
and lighting,” he said. “The only difference is size.”
Built in 1910, Van Meter remains one
of the oldest buildings on campus, and
construction crews attempted to preserve
as many historic pieces as possible.
The first public event in Van Meter after the renovations was a special church service on Easter Sunday,
Younglove said.
Former Poet Laureate Billy Collins
spoke at Van Meter on Tuesday, and
Lee, who introduced him, said he was
“delighted beyond words” to welcome

audiences back to the building.
The next campus-wide event in Van
Meter’s auditorium will take place
May 7 during the President’s Gala.
Both the theatre and dance department and the music department will
put on brief presentations for President Gary Ransdell, Younglove said.
“We nurtured our history in a meaningful way with the re-opening of Van
Meter,” Ransdell said Tuesday.
The facility will also be used for
Gatton Academy’s 2010 graduation,
performances by Orchestra Kentucky
and Bowling Green Western Symphony Orchestra and a dance recital
in June, Younglove said.
The official dedication and grand
opening of Van Meter is scheduled
for Oct. 1, Younglove said.
Western’s music department and
theatre and dance department will
perform “Beauty and the Beast” during the event, he said.
“We’ll get to a point where we’ll
bring in more outside events,” Younglove said. “We hope at some point to
rent it out.”
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From left, Somerset sophomores Carly Brinson, David Merrick and Brittany Stigall relax on the lawn
in front of Van Meter Hall Wednesday evening. Van Meter recently re-opened after extensive restorations.

April 18-24, 2010

Celebrate National Volunteer Week 2010

WKU CAN-U
Day old donuts 1/2 priced!
We make graduation cakes!!!
Spirit Bakery

314 Morgantown Road
Bowling Green, Kentucky 42104

270.842.1205

Sweet Deal From PTS
Sunday, April 18th

Wednesday, April 21st

Volunteers in Action
Recognition Ceremony
3:00pm
Christ Episcopal Church - 1215 Sate Street

Student Volunteer Spotlight
10:00am-2:00pm
Java City at WKU Helm-Cravens Library

Hill House Sunday Dinner
7:30pm
741 East 11th Street

Volunteer at Boys & Girls Club
3:30pm-4:30pm
260 Scott Way

Monday, April 19th

Stop by our table on
Earth Day, April 22
wkuherald.com

Thursday, April 22nd

Community Organization Spotlight
10:00am -2:00pm
Java City at WKU Helm-Cravens Library

Notebook Drive for Earth Day
12:00pm-4:00pm
WKU South Lawn

Volunteer at Potter Children’s Home
Anytime between 9:00am 2:00pm
2350 Nashcille Road

Invisible Children Documentary
5:00pm
Mass Media Auditorium

Tuesday, April 20th

Friday, April 23rd

Volunteer at Bowling Green
Parks and Recreation
3:00pm-6:00pm
225 East 3rd Avenue

CANstruct for a Cause
2:00pm
Downing University Center

Saturday, April 24th
March of Dimes - March for Babies
Registration begins at 9:00am
Phil Moore Park

Presented by Western Kentucky University
ALIVE Center for Community Partnerships.

See ffull details at www.wku.edu/alive
/

No Service Fee
$25 Application Fee Only
Free popcorn and gift for touring!
Free T-Shirt with signing lease

Hurry, offer ends April 30th!

The Gables
1909 Creson St
270-846-1000
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Greeks hope to out-draw MTSU

LBH786<78

J8<:;<A
Do You Want a PIZZA HUT or TACO BELL
in Place of the Old Service Station next
to Campus on Russellville Road? Decide!

TEXT YOUR VOTE TO 32075

WKU4 PH to Vote for Pizza Hut
WKU4 TB to Vote for Taco Bell
VOTING OPEN FROM APRIL 1 - APRIL 17

1,533

1,260

1,103

981

709

WKU STUDENTS

wkuherald.com

®

OR

657

Western students will participate in
a “Battle of the Greeks” this Monday
through Wednesday.
The Greek Week Blood Drive has more
than tripled its collections since 2002,
according to a graph provided by blood
drive officials.
Due to such a high success rate,
Western Greeks have been challenged
by Middle Tennessee State University
Greeks.
Louisville senior Doug Russell, a Delta Tau Delta fraternity member and blood
drive co-chair, said whichever school can
donate the most blood will win the competition.
MTSU’s blood drive started on Thursday, said Brittany Durham, donor recruitment representative for the American Red
Cross.
Durham said she serves as the mediator between the universities and the Red
Cross.
Durham said she makes sure that both
universities have everything they need for
the blood drives to be a success, including
staff and equipment.
“We provide basically everything that
the blood drive needs except for the donors,” Durham said.

Greek Week Co-Chair LaDarra StarWestern Greek Week Blood Drive Collections (in pints)
key, a Poole senior and Phi Mu sorority
member, said the blood drive always sur2,000
passes the set collection goal.
This year the goal is 1,700 pints, Starkey said.
“Other organizations wish they could
clone our blood drive, because we do so 1,500
well with it,” Starkey said.
Starkey said giving blood can save
lives.
“My mother was in a car accident
when I was in high school, and I know 1,000
that if someone had not have given
blood that she may not have made it,”
she said.
Starkey said the importance of blood
500
drives has been instilled in her because
her mother is a nurse and her father is a
doctor.
Anyone can register to donate at the
0
blood drive by going to www.redcross.
2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009
org, she said. There, participants can regSource: Greek Week Blood Drive officials
ister for a specific time 24 hours in advance, although walk-ins are accepted.
Many people wait until the last minute
Starkey said Greek Week events, inStarkey, who was the blood drive cocluding the blood drive, open up students’
chair last year, said so many donors came to give as a walk-in, Russell said.
“One thing that we’re trying to stress eyes to philanthropic events Greeks take
to the drive that the Preston Center was
to
people
this year is that if you try early, part in.
crowded.
“I think it shows some people that
“Last year, we were not prepared,” you don’t have to wait until Wednesday to
Starkey said. “Wednesday was the last give blood,” he said. “The lines are short- Greeks are not just partiers and that we
day, and there were so many people in er on Monday, and this will cut down on actually do things that are very important,” Starkey said.
the wait time.”
there. It was really stressful.”
559

news@chherald.com
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Committee hosts 5K for refugees
By MARY BARCZAK
news@chherald.com

Thirty-year-old Nizam Muady
immigrated to the U.S. with her
7-year-old daughter, Nawal, from
Iraq about three months ago.
They were then resettled in
Bowling Green by the Western
Kentucky Refugee Mutual Assistance Society.
But one item that has remained familiar to them in a foreign country is rice.
Muady said she and her
daughter eat rice every day.
“It’s our favorite dish, especially at lunch,” she said through
a translator.
The Western Student Athlete
Advisory Committee (SAAC)
hosted the first Run for Rice

5K last Saturday at Kereiakes
Park to raise money to buy rice
cookers for refugees in Bowling
Green.
Bowling Green Road Runners Club, the Natural Health
Institute, Sheldon’s Express
Pharmacy, the Student Government Association, Spencer’s
Coffeehouse and Thompson’s
Trophy Center sponsored the
event.
The event raised about
$1,512, said Jessica Magley, cochair of SAAC.
Magley, a senior from Bradenton, Fla., said SAAC wanted
to host a charity event combined
with something athletic.
She said she had worked
with the Society before on
some papers she did for class

about refugees.
“We knew that we wanted to
do a run,” Magley said. “So, it
was just a natural organic thought
to think of them when it came to
picking a cause.”
Chris Kantosky, chief operating officer for the Society, said
the organization resettles about
600 families of about seven different nationalities each year to
Bowling Green.
The federal government requires that the Society provides
certain necessities, such as plates
and toilet paper, to families when
they resettle, he said.
Rice cookers aren’t on the required list, but they’re one of the
most requested items, Kantosky
said.
“Rice is number one across

nationalities in their diets,” he
said.
Muady said she doesn’t have a
rice cooker yet, but she likes that
the Society is planning to give
rice cookers to refugee families.
About 74 participants were
registered to run in the race.
Becky Sims, leader of Weight
Watchers at Western, participated in the race with some of her
members.
She said she’s been trying
to promote running 5Ks to her
group, and this was a great practice for them while supporting a
local movement.
“It’s a good cause, and it just
takes a little bit to help,” Sims
said.
Mallory Outerbridge, a junior
soccer team player from Regina,

Canada, said it was a “team decision” to participate in the race.
“Everyone needs a little
help,” she said. “We need more
people like that in the world to
help others.”
Brittany Bowen, a senior
from Grand Rapids, Mich., ran a
relay during the race with four of
her volleyball teammates.
She said she participated because she thought it was for a
good cause.
“It was something that I
didn’t even know about until
Jessica (Magley) told me,” Bowen said.
She said she thinks a lot of
people in the community are
unaware of refugees’ needs but
should try to get involved and
learn about the problem.
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Western grads turn 'junk'
into consignment shop

Humans face off
against 'zombies'
By KATHERINE WADE
diversions@chherald.com

By MARY BARCZAK
news@chherald.com

For the past few days, dozens of students with orange, green
or purple bandanas tied around their arms or foreheads have
been running down the Hill, Nerf blasters in their arms.
They are players in the campus-wide game of tag, Humans
vs. Zombies, which began Wednesday and will end Saturday.
According to its Web site, humansvszombies.org, the game
originated in 2005 at Goucher College and spread rapidly across
the country, having reached more than 200 schools so far.
Tommy Fritz, a senior from Jasper, Ind., organized the game
at Western for his senior project.
Community-building is one of the ways Fritz believes the
game goes beyond simple tag.
“Every time I see players, it’s never just one of them,” he
said. “They’re always in groups, and they usually didn’t even
know each other before.”
The game began with all players as “humans,” except one
randomly chosen “zombie.”
Morgantown sophomore Kourtney Shepherd got a call
Tuesday informing her that she would be the original zombie.
“It’s kinda exciting,” she said. “I’m the first original zombie
on Western’s campus.”
Players are killed and turned into zombies when they are
tagged by a zombie player.
“I wasn’t expecting to get as many kills as I did,” said
Shepherd, who had turned six players by noon.
Each day of the game ends with a mission in the evening. About 80 human players showed up for “Escort,” the
Wednesday mission, where human players had to safely
deliver an “infected” human from Helm Library to Health
Services.
The human players surrounded the infected one, walking
him down the Hill. They held their Nerf blasters at the ready
position, watching anxiously in every direction for zombies.
James Goble, an Academy student from Martin County,
was armed with two large Nerf guns and constantly on the
look-out for a surprise attack. He said he has always loved to
play Nerf with his friends.
“This is a chance to play with hundreds of people,” he
said.
The mission ended when the human players successfully
escorted the infected person to Health Services.
Union junior Derek Noem spent the time watching
Shepherd and making sure she didn’t attack any more
humans. When a zombie is hit by a Nerf dart, they must
move their bandana to their neck, marking them as “inactive” and keeping them from attacking for 15 minutes.
Noem said a couple of his friends helped organize the game,
so he decided to get involved. He said he was excited about the
final mission.
“It’ll be good,” he said. “There are too many humans right
now, but in the end some people are definitely gonna die.”

FIRST MONTH FREE!!!
ABC SELF STORAGE
Student Summer Special!

Don’t haul yyour stuff home...

FOR ONLY
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Call Today
270.781.1886
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Call 24 Hrs / 7 Days A Week 136 St. Charles Ave.

Western Place
For Instant Leasing Information
Text Message “Western”
to 47464
Standard Rates Apply

A green tea pot, rock gargoyles, a sundial, a vintage typewriter and a salon hair dryer
chair are some of the “junk” that
the consignment shop Junkyard
Gypsies offers.
The shop, which is located
at 1152 and 1160 Kenton St.,
opened last year. The business’s
wares are housed in two buildings and a shed in the same
area.
Western graduates Kim Simpson and Kellie Steen are co-owners.
Simpson said she loves old
houses, so she knew it would be a
good location for their business.
“We wanted something colorful,” she said. “We wanted to
highlight the wood floors with
a creative backdrop of color to
show off the pieces.”
Simpson said she and Steen
try to look for fun pieces to display in the store.
“We try to pick something that
we would like in our own house,”
she said.
Steen said owning a consignment shop of her own was always
something she wanted to do.
“It happened fast. Kim called
me last January, and then we had
set up by March,” she said. “We
started out with basically stuff of
our own.”
Business has been better than
they expected, she said.
The shop currently has about
250 consigners, Steen said.
People bring in items that they
don’t want anymore or can’t use,
and they display them, she said.
If the items sell, then the consigners get half of the money.
Western graduate April Lee is
a regular at Junkyard Gypsies.
The Bowling Green resident
said she found the shop about a

ARMANDO L. SANCHEZ/HERALD

Louisville junior Julia Bright looks through jewelry and drinking glasses in the
front entrance of Junkyard Gypsies Monday. Junkyard Gypsies acquires most
of its merchandise from consigners in the Bowling Green area.

year ago when she was out one ell said she has been a customer
day.
at the shop since it opened.
“I’m a junker, and I just think
“You can never tell what you
it’s the coolest thing,” she said.
are going to find in there,” she
Lee said she has consigned said.
some items such as tables, lamps
Howell, a Bowling Green resand pictures to the
ident, said she also
shop.
enjoys taking her
Steen
has
a
“goodies,” such as
“knack” for turning
picture frames and
junk into something
lamps, to sell at the
beautiful, she said.
shop.
Lee said she en“It’s nice being
joys shopping there, Junkyard Gypsies
able to go in there
because it’s eclectic Consignment shop
and get a paycheck
1152 and 1160 Kenton St. for stuff that was at
and fun.
“I tell them it’s
my house that sometherapeutic, for me, Our Town is series that high- one else can use,”
just because the junk lights Bowling Green busi- she said.
is so cool,” Lee said. nesses that appeal to student
Howell said one of
She said some of interests.
her greatest finds at
her favorite pieces
the shop was a macthat she has purchased from the rame owl on a piece of driftwood.
shop include a Jimmy Buffet reShe gave it to her daughter
cord album and a collection of Hannah for her 19th birthday, she
seashells from Japan.
said.
“Kellie often knows the story
“My daughter is in Chi O,”
about where a piece came from,” Howell said. “She really liked it
Lee said. “I like the story part.”
and has it hanging in the sorority
Western graduate Kendra How- house now.”
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270-745-2653
For Rent

Alex Marks:Classiﬁeds Manager

Roommate

Free Rent A WKU alum who has Roommate wanted 2 miles from
special needs is looking to move
WKU $309.50/mo.
back to BG this fall and is
(270) 860-3074 cell after 3 pm.
looking for a personal aide. A
live-in will get free rent plus
$$$$. A non-live-in starts at
$10/hour. This is a rewarding and
ﬂexible position. If interested,
email nettwc@yahoo.com
Orthopedics Plus Physical
Close to WKU 2 bedroom
$450 per month plus deposit
and utilities phone 796-7949
Looking for someone to sublease
furnished 1 br apartment at
Western Green Apartments (2105
Robin Road) My rent is
$425/mo. but I ask only for $325/
mo. as a friendship gesture.
Sublease can begin as early as
May 16 - Aug. 19 (ﬂexible) Good
opportunity for summer housing!
Call soon! (205) 243-5248

Therapy has both part-time
and full-time openings for
the position of physical
therapy technician for
the summer and/or the
fall semesters. This is an
excellent opportunity for
those students interested in
pursuing physical therapy
as a career path.
Please Contact Jase Pinerola at (270) 779-4945 for
more information.

Programmer
Analyst

Come
Make A
Difference
With Us

City of Bowling Green
OFFICE ASSISTANT II:
720 Patton Way

Bowling Green, KY 42104

(270) 781-5600

•
•
•
•

6th Annual Gaines Lecture Series

Multimedia at 2 A.M.
Lessons in late nights, creativity and interactive storytelling

Dai Sugano
7 PM Tuesday, April 20th MMTH AUDITORIUM

Performs general clerical duties; greets and assists
public
Enrolls new members and renews memberships.
HS diploma (or GED) required; Age 18+
25 hrs/wk mostly afternoons, occasional weekend
work; $7.63/hr.

City of Bowling Green
LANDSCAPE GARDENER

•
•
Dai Sugano, senior multimedia editor at The San Jose Mercury News
s %--9 !7!2$ 7)..).' 0(/4/*/52.!,)34
In 2008 for “Uprooted” in the category New
Approaches to News and Documentary
Programming
s 7/2,$7)$% -5,4)-%$)!
%80%24
Japanese native, has worked from
Mexico to India, providing
web-based interactive storytelling
s ).4%2.!4)/.!,
0(/4/'2!0(9 !7!2$
From the DAYS JAPAN international
photography contest
Funding for the Gaines Lecture Series is made possible through
News Publishing LLC of Bowling Green and the Gaines Family
Fund for Excellence in Print Journalism at Western Kentucky
University.

s /.% /& 4(% 7/2,$3 "%34
).4%2!#4)6% 34/294%,,%23
As judged two years in a row in the
Pictures of the Year International
contest
s .!4)/.!, */52.!,)3!7!2$3 &/2 6)$%/
From the National Press
Photographers Association (NPPA),
Editor & Publisher (EPpy) and Best
of the West

School of

Journalism & Broadcasting
Our Focus is your Future

Starting Salary: $23,534; full beneﬁt package
Maintains landscaped areas at City owned golf
course
Serves as lead worker with assigned personnel;
maintains record of hours worked
High School diploma, GED, or vocational school, with one year of experience.
Requires valid Driver’s License and Pesticide
Applicator’s License

Interested individuals should obtain an employment
application from the Human Resources Department in City Hall,
1001 College Street, Bowling Green or from our website at
www.bgky.org. Completed applications must be submitted by
4:00 pm, April 23, 2010 , The City of Bowling Green is an Equal
Opportunity Employer and a Drug-Free Worksplace.

Under general direction, the successful
incumbent has the following responsibilities: Provides technical support to
one or more specialized applications
systems. Provides technical consulting/leadership on projects that range
from straightforward to complex.
Formulates/defines project scope and
objectives. Responsible for the design,
coding, testing, debugging, development, maintenance, and documentation
of programs. Assists management in
planning, organizing and analyzing
pertinent requirements concerning
computer equipment, capacity, limitations, operating time, and forms of
desired results. Investigates user issues
and processes. Resolves issues and suggest/implements process changes and
improvements.
Minimum Qualifications:
BS degree in CS, CIS, or closely related
field required. Microsoft Certified
Application Developer (MCAD),
Microsoft Certified Solutions Developer
(MCSD) or Microsoft Certified Database
Administrator (MCDBA) certification
required (prefer MCDBA). Web development skills, specifically ASP.NET,
required.
— OR Associate Degree in CS, CIS,
or closely related field and two years
related work experience required.
— OR Two-year technical program
certification in the computer programming/applications arena and five years
related work experience. If no technical program certifications, seven years
related work experience.

Interested individuals should obtain an employment
application from the Human Resources Department in City Hall,
1001 College Street, Bowling Green or from our website at
www.bgky.org. Completed applications must be submitted by
4:00 pm, April 23, 2010 The City of Bowling Green is an Equal
Opportunity Employer and a Drug-Free Worksplace.

•
•

Commonwealth Health Corporation
(CHC) and The Medical Center at
Bowling Green have an opportunity for
a highly skilled individual to serve as
Programmer Analyst.

Commonwealth Health
Corporation
Human Resources
604 Fairview Court
Bowling Green, KY 42101

All qualified candidates may apply
online at www.chc.net or contact
Sharon Posey at (270) 796-2544 or tollfree at 1-866-740-1550.
EOE

Note to Readers: The College Heights Herald screens ads for misleading or false claims but cannot guarantee any ad or claim. Please use caution when answering ads, especially when asked to
send money or provide credit card information The College Heights Herald is not responsible for the content or validity of these paid classiﬁed ads.
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CONTINUED FROM SPORTS

CONTINUED FROM SPORTS

The Whitecaps are in town for a series
against the Bowling Green Hot Rods that concludes Friday with a 7:05 p.m. first pitch at the
Bowling Green Ballpark.
The series is one of three trips the Whitecaps will make to Bowling Green this season,
and Gaynor, a Hawesville native, made sure the
team knows how special the visits are to him.
“He wouldn’t stop talking about it,” Whitecaps manager Joe DePastino said. “I know
he’ll have a lot of family and friends here,
which is good. It’s always exciting to come
back to your hometown and see them.”
The current Toppers won’t
be able to see Gaynor play
this week because of scheduling conflicts, but Head
Coach Chris Finwood said
he plans to make the second
series in June.
“I’ll certainly be out there
watching, and our players
that are here in the summer GAYNOR
will be there,” he said. “To
have him come back to the town where he
played college baseball and did really well is
going to be a cool thing for him that doesn’t
happen every day.”
Gaynor was drafted as a junior by the Tigers in the third round of the 2009 MLB FirstYear Player Draft.
Through the Whitecaps’ first seven games,
he was hitting .250 with one home run. He’s
started all but one game at third base, and his
three RBIs are tied for second on the team.
But Gaynor said you have to stay on an
even keel playing 142 games as a professional.
“You can’t get too high, and you can’t
get too low, and you’ve got to come with the
same mindset each and every day you come
out there,” he said. “Baseball’s a humbling
game.”
Gaynor hit .371 with 25 home runs, 78
RBIs and 83 runs as a junior for Western last
season.
But his transition to professional ball hasn’t
come without struggles. He hit just .192 for
Oneonta (N.Y.), Detroit’s Class A short season
club, last year, and DePastino said Gaynor
still needs to slow down the front step of his
swing.
But Gaynor remains optimistic. After all,
every day’s a new day in baseball.
“There’s a new confidence whenever you
start a season somewhere,” he said. “You’re
going to be there the whole season — 142
games — versus college or short season. I’m
confident … and I’m just ready to get out there
and play some games.”

With that new mentality came a different pace at
practice. Coaches are in the
players’ faces, and in turn,
you’re hard-pressed to find
the Toppers standing around
idly.
Not like they used to.
In the community, Taggart has a Twitter account
now, where he’s taken to
promoting Western events
to his hundreds of followers. He’s shooting for 500
followers by the time Saturday’s Spring Game begins.
The race to 500 will be a
good one.
While balancing a new
leadership role on and off
the field, it’s hard to find a
misstep by Taggart through
14 spring practices.
He grilled sophomore
quarterback Kawaun Jakes
for injuring his ankle playing basketball, suspended
freshman receiver Will Ad-

GAME
CONTINUED FROM SPORTS

When asked whether he
was excited about getting a
chance to finally coach offense, Bowen jokingly took
a stab at his counterpart Sanford.
“I say it all the time,
coaching offense — there’s
no challenge to that,” Bowen
said, laughing. “You can run
out on the field, take a knee
three times, punt, and really
nothing bad happens. With
defense you can’t do that.
One mistake is a big one.
“I don’t want to coach the
offense. That’s too easy.”
Sticking with his defensive
instincts, Bowen said he’ll
have a hard time not coaching both the Red and White
defensive units, adding that a
dream result would be a 3-0
win for his Red team.
But all joking aside, Taggart said he wants the game
to be competitive, and he said

ams over an arrest and has
repeatedly touted junior
quarterback Matt Pelesasa
for his winning attitude.
Taggart also made an understandable move when he
decided to limit the media’s
access to players through
the spring. There’s no doubt
they’d want to compare the
old coaching staff to the new
one, too.
Taggart will finally get a
chance to win this Saturday
in the Toppers’ 15th practice this spring when Western’s Red and White teams
square off in the annual
Spring Game. It’s not the
same win Taggart would
like to snag in the fall after
facing off with the likes of
Nebraska, Indiana, South
Florida, Kentucky and a
full Sun Belt Conference
slate.
But a win is a win.
And after a spring full
of comparisons and no contests, winning might be the
easy part for a coach out to
do just that.
there will be an outright winner.
In an effort to keep the
competitiveness alive aside
from all the trash talk, there
are some incentives for the
winning team. The victors
will receive steak following
the game, while the losing
team will have to settle for
hot dogs — a spring game
tradition.
Taggart said he knows
the game — which starts at
6 p.m. Saturday and is open
to the public — will be the
Toppers’ final tune-up before
summer. With that in mind,
the coaches still want the
team to take the game seriously while having fun.
“Those things that we
put in this spring we should
know by now like the back
of our hands,” Taggart said.
“We want guys to be able to
know this so that, come summertime, when we’re not allowed to be with them, they
can go out and do it on their
own.”

SHINES
CONTINUED FROM SPORTS

The dominating display is
something Wagner attributes
not to having confidence in herself but having confidence in
her team.
“I know my team has my
back,” Wagner said. “They are
going to score some runs nine
times out of
10, and they
are going to
make the play
nine times
out of 10. If
they can do
that, we are
going to be
effective as a WAGNER
team, which
makes me effective as a pitcher.”
Helping in the field is freshman first baseman Ciara Garcia,
who says playing with Wagner
is an adrenaline rush.
“You can see her focus in on
her batters and pitch every pitch
like it was to win the game,”
Garcia said. “Sometimes she’ll
look my way, and I’ll tell her to
get this batter, and she’ll look

REBOUND
CONTINUED FROM SPORTS

“It’s a big RPI game, so
it would have been a good
win for us, but we have a lot
of these left,” Finwood said.
Going into the week, Western had an RPI of 17 while
Louisville was ranked No.
6.
Finwood said a close loss
to Louisville is still one for
Western to hold their heads
up afterwards.
“Louisville is getting
talked about as a top-eight
seed, so obviously there is
not much of a difference
between our two clubs,”
Finwood said. “They got a
couple more clutch hits than
we did, and that’s usually the
difference in close games.”
Davis said Finwood told
the team after Wednesday’s
game that he was proud

of them for the effort they
showed in the loss.
“He told us we played
tough and lost to a very good
team,” Davis said. “We know
we have had a good season,
so this loss won’t faze us,
especially when we know
we have another shot at them
next week.
Western travels to Boca
Raton, Fla., to face Florida
Atlantic this weekend before
getting Kentucky at home
on Tuesday and traveling
to play Louisville again on
Wednesday.
FAU is currently fourth in
the Sun Belt standings, but
Finwood said he is not worried about how his team will
respond after a loss to the
Cardinals.
“They have handled success and failure like champions all year so I have no
doubts we will bounce back,”
Finwood said.
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back at me and shake her head
telling me she’s got her.”
Garcia and Wagner make
up two of the four regular
freshman starters for the
Lady Tops. Both are filling
big shoes — Garcia for the
recovering senior Shannon
Smith and Wagner for graduated Ryan Rogge.
Perry said Wagner has the
potential to develop into one of
the top pitchers in the league,
and Wagner said continued hard
work will bring her to another
level.
“It’s going to just be good
here at Western,” Wagner said.
“I think it’s something to look
forward to as a whole.”
Next up for Wagner — the
Lady Toppers’ regular weekend
starter — is a three-game series against Louisiana-Monroe,
beginning 4 p.m. Saturday in
Monroe, La.
“As a pitcher, you are responsible for a lot,” Wagner
said. “You get a lot of the praise
and a lot of ‘You should have
done better,’ but I think the best
part about pitching is when you
strike someone out that every
pitch you’ve thrown in the past
has worked up to that.”
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Freshman
shines in
starting
spotlight
By EMILY PATTON
sports@chherald.com

There are competitive players, and then
there is Kim Wagner.
The freshman from Biloxi, Miss., has
used her competitive spirit to claim the spot
of starting pitcher for the Lady Toppers.
(25-15, 5-7 in Sun Belt Conference)
while competing with freshman Mallorie
Sulaski and sophomore Dana Nathanson
for the position.
At the beginning of the season, Head
Coach Tyra Perry said she knew all three
pitchers had talent but also inexperience.
Nonetheless, Wagner has put her youth
behind her after pitching a nearly perfect
performance two weeks ago against Troy.
“I hate losing,” Wagner said. “I might
overdo it, and I might get upset when someone gets a hit for a little while, but I think
that’s with anyone who really loves the
sport. You want to do well.”
Her 15 innings of work during the Troy
series allowed just seven hits and one run,
earning Wagner her first Sun Belt Pitcher of
the Week award.

ARMANDO L. SANCHEZ/HERALD

Head Coach Willie Taggart calls his team up to a huddle after their last spring practice at Houchens-Smith Stadium on Thursday. The
Toppers’ opening game will be against Nebraska in Lincoln, Neb., Sept. 4.

No love lost
Trash talking, competitiveness fuel 'game week'

SEE SHINES, PAGE 11
By COLE CLAYBOURN
sports@chherald.com

BASEBALL

It didn’t take long for Head Coach Willie Taggart and the
Toppers to get the competitive juices flowing in their first
“game week” of the spring.
Western held a draft after last Saturday’s scrimmage to select the two teams for Saturday’s Spring Game, and the trashtalking immediately began.
Defensive coordinator Clint Bowen will coach the Red
Team, while quarterbacks coach Mike Sanford will coach for
the White Team.
Sanford initiated banter between the teams by calling his
team the favorite.
“We’ve got playmakers on both sides of the ball,” he said.

Gaynor
returns to
BG as pro

“We’re pretty good on the offensive line as well. We’ve got
some guys who were sleepers that have done a good job quietly this spring, and I really like our defensive line.”
On paper, the White Team appears to have the offensive
advantage with junior quarterback Matt Pelesasa, junior running backs Bobby Rainey and Braxston Miller and sophomore
wide receiver Marcus Vasquez on their side.
But fittingly, with a defensive coordinator as its head
coach, the Red Team will counter with a strong defensive
unit that features junior defensive end Jared Clendenin and
senior linebacker Thomas Majors. Bowen’s team also has
junior tight end Jack Doyle, who was the first pick in Saturday’s draft.
SEE GAME, PAGE 11

By ZACH GREENWELL
sports@chherald.com

COLUMN

Former Western third baseman Wade
Gaynor said he had a hard time containing his excitement when he got back into
Kentucky on Wednesday.
Gaynor, now a member of the Detroit
Tigers’ Class A affiliate the West Michigan
Whitecaps, said he knows he has to appreciate the few chances he gets to be close
to home.
“Whenever we crossed the river into
Louisville, I started getting excited because I knew I was close,” Gaynor said.
“You’ve got to take advantage of these
kinds of opportunities. I probably won’t
be able to play in Bowling Green past this
year for the rest of my life.”
SEE PRO, PAGE 11

Taggart answers critical questions
From the start of spring
football, Head Coach Willie
Taggart has only been concerned with winning.
That’s not surprising for a
guy that wakes up in the morning wanting to do just that.
But Taggart also needed to
win off the field in a month full
of comparisons with former
coach David Elson. Comparing a seventh-year out-going

JONATHAN LINTNER
Thoughts from the Jon
sports@chherald.com

coach that had woven every fiber of himself into the Western
community to the incoming,
first-year head coach, is inevitable.
How would the players
receive Taggart? How would
the practices measure up to
Elson’s? Could Taggart match
Elson’s standards when it
comes to community involvement?

Through those challenges,
Taggart’s done about as well
as any rookie could do.
Taggart brought in a new
set of ideals and a fresh mentality to the team. Fewer than
10 didn’t like it enough to stick
around, so they left the program.
Fair enough.
SEE COLUMN, PAGE 11

BASEBALL

Toppers expect to rebound after Louisville loss
By MIKE STUNSON
sports@chherald.com

ARIANA MCLAUGHLIN/HERALD

Junior catcher Matt Rice connects with the ball in the ﬁrst inning during Wednesday’s
game against the Louisville Cardinals. Western lost 7-6.

FOR THE LATEST IN
TOPPER SPORTS:

CONTACT: NEWS 270.745.6011

The Toppers are currently on top of
the Sun Belt Conference, and Wednesday
night they were a run away from claiming bragging rights over the state of Kentucky.
With wins over Murrary State and
Kentucky already locked up, Western saw
Wednesday night’s match-up with Louisville as not only a Ratings Percentage
Index booster, but also as a way to reign
supreme in the state.
The Toppers fell to the Cardinals 7-6 at
Denes Field in a ninth-inning nail-biter.
“We always want an in-state game, especially with the atmosphere today,” senior first baseman Jake Wells said after
the Toppers lost in front of a season-high
1,851 fans.
Coming into the game at No. 13 in the
nation, Louisville was the highest-ranked

team Western had faced all year. And
sophomore closer Rye Davis said the Toppers should still be recognized in the same
conversation as the Cardinals.
“We only lost by one run in a close
game,” Davis said. “We hung right there
with them, and we know we can beat
them.”
A victory over a highly-touted Louisville team would have been the marquee
win on the Toppers’ schedule — a game
Wells chalks up to a missed opportunity.
“Every time you lose at home and play
a great team and great game like we did,
you are definitely disappointed,” Wells
said.
Head Coach Chris Finwood said it did
not matter who the Toppers were playing. His team is just trying to win every
game.
SEE REBOUND PAGE 11
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